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xplore, build and conquer!

Minecraft: Xbox 360 Edition is an action-adventure video game from the developer 4J studios made
exclusively for Xbox 360 with Kinect support at first sight. Mojang and Microsoft Studios were the
Co-Developers for the game along with the 4J studios and the game was published by the Microsoft
Studios.

The game brings ultimate features along with some new arrival tactics that lets player experience
excellent gameplay.

Minecraft is as addictive as ever and features up to four player split screen gameplay and excellent
online multiplayer gameplay offering up to eight players play, along with split-screen multiplayer
gameplay Minecraft features in-game tutorials, updated crafting system which is additionally rocking
feature and brings global phenomenon to console gamers.

If talked about objective of the game, all you have to do is to survive and build a shelter at night
before monsters came out to protect yourself from them. If youâ€™re playing in split-screen or in an
online multiplayer option youâ€™ll be surviving together with team-support and effective & addictive
gameplay. Experience the world of imagination with Minecraftâ€™s gameplay with your friends and
family.

Diablo III offers five different classes of characters. Player can choose the desired character to play
with, unlike its preceding titles. The Witch Doctor, The Barbarian, The Wizard, The Monk and The
Demon Hunter are the five different characters in the gameplay with their different super skills. The
Witch Doctor has the powers to call upon monsters, reap souls and heave poisons and explosives
at his foes. The Barbarian is a massive, heavily-armed warrior and has incredible physical powers.
The Wizard has the super imposing powers to slow time and teleporting past foes and battle with
shooting fire and ice at their foes. The monk is great melee attacker, uses his martial arts and
blinding skills to defeat foes. The demon hunter is fueled by both discipline and hatred.

Transformers: Fall of Cybertron features intense combat and a dynamically transform experience
between robot and vehicle form and other forms to change the battle as you choose, and features
awesome gameplay elements that are significantly upgraded. The game features amazing forming,
blasting and stealth action, melee combat is really good. There are huge characters in the gameplay
including Optimus Prime, Dinobots and others. Every character will have their own special and
unique abilities which let them convert their selves from robot to alternate mode to defeat their
enemies. The Autobot Grimlock is the one of the robots that can convert himself into a dinosaur
which is controlled differently than other characters, but the thing is that Grimlock is not able to
transform at his will, instead when he gains enough rage he gets transformed into a ferocious
Dinobot and can perform massive damage.
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